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Abstract
Purpose – Smart learning analytics (Smart LA) – i.e. the process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting
data on how students learn – has great potentials to support opportunistic learning and offer better – and
more personalized – learning experiences. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the latest
developments and features of Smart LA by reviewing relevant cases.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper studies several representative cases of Smart LA
implementation, and highlights the key features of Smart LA. In addition, it discusses how instructors can
use Smart LA to better understand the efforts their students make, and to improve learning experiences.
Findings – Ongoing research in Smart LA involves testing across various learning domains, learning sensors
and LA platforms. Through the collection, analysis and visualization of learner data and performance,
instructors and learners gain more accurate understandings of individual learning behavior and ways to
effectively address learner needs. As a result, students can make better decisions when refining their study
plans (either by themselves or in collaboration with others), and instructors obtain a convenient monitor of
student progress. In summary, Smart LA promotes self-regulated and/or co-regulated learning by discovering
opportunities for remediation, and by prescribing materials and pedagogy for remedial instruction.
Originality/value – Characteristically, Smart LA helps instructors give students effective and efficient learning
experiences, by integrating the advanced learning analytics technology, fine-grained domain knowledge and
locale-based information. This paper discusses notable cases illustrating the potential of Smart LA.
Keywords Big data, Education, Learning analytics, Ubiquitous learning, Smart learning analytics,
Smart learning environments
Paper type Case study

Introduction
Since its emergence, learning analytics (LA) has continued to prove its importance to the
field of education. LA involves measuring, collecting, analyzing and reporting contextual
learner data for understanding and optimizing learning and learning environments
(Siemens, 2012, p. 1382). LA has the potential to create better learning experiences
customized to individual preferences, strengths and needs (Clow, 2013; Siemens, 2012).
The customization of learning experiences can be intensified when all learning related
activities are observed at finer levels of granularity – including episodes of study by
students, episodes of assessment preparation and completion, and episodes of teaching – to
generate awareness/insights about what learners know and how to promote constructive
learning (Kumar, Kinshuk, Pinnell and Paulmani, 2017; Pinnell et al., 2017).
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Recent learning models have moved the conversation from rote learning to focusing on
inclusive or personalized learning. Consequently, it has exposed a critical question about
how learning can be made practical and relevant to students. It is increasingly evident that
tests and/or examinations based on memorization do not effectively aid learners in
absorbing and applying knowledge. Hwang et al. (2008) and Yahya et al. (2010) argue that
when students perceive learning as meaningful and relevant, they are motivated to learn
with enthusiasm. In addition, Lage et al. (2000) and Sampson et al. (2002) emphasize the
importance of inclusive learning for all students. Accordingly, educational goals should
focus on ways to support students by focusing on their individual strengths and
weaknesses. Moreover, learning should be able to take place whenever and wherever an
opportunity is available, and not be limited to a fixed time or location. Such an opportunistic
learning process requires the ubiquitous presence of learner support, such as timely
feedback or technological assistance. Contemporary learning models are moving toward
more omnipresent and contextualized learning – where personalization ensures that
students can learn at their own pace and receive customized feedback addressing individual
strengths and weaknesses, following the theory that learning that happens spontaneously
in real life is more difficult to forget (Sampson et al., 2002).

Correspondingly, the concept of “smart learning” has evolved as the conceptualization
of learning changed. Experts have highlighted the importance of using technology to
improve learning, following the emergence of adaptation and personalization as two key
components of smart learning (Gros, 2016). A good technological design goes beyond
simply using the latest technology in education, to nurturing smart behavior by
amalgamating various technologies for collective use (Höjer and Wangel, 2015). Under the
theme of “smart learning,” ideas such as “seamless learning” and “ubiquitous learning”
have emerged. Sharples et al. (2014) argued that seamless learning allows a person to
experience learning continuously “across a combination of locations, times, technologies
and social settings.” Ubiquitous learning can be understood as learning experience that is
more distributed across time and space, such that students can learn in environments
where the line between work and play, and public and private, becomes blurred
(Burbules, 2012). Essentially, “smart learning” does not merely emphasize
technology-enhanced learning, but offers a way to improve learning experiences by
integrating various technologies, environments and content.

Researchers and educators have turned their attention to the idea of incorporating an
element of “smart” into LA. Smart learning (Smart LA) analytics is a subclass of LA that
supports certain processes and characteristics of smart learning (Giannakos et al., 2016).
Educators can use Smart LA to discover and analyze data on student behavior, instruction
merit and the suitability of learning environments, gathering information from various sources
to discern learning traces that can facilitate instructional support (Kinshuk, 2017). The
development of big data, and new ways to connect and exchange information, has laid the
foundation for more interactive and personalized learning. Data on learner capabilities and
competencies, and the settings where students use specific technology, are useful for analyzing
learner actions, interaction, trends in preferences and changes in ability levels. Consequently,
instructors can identify each student’s learning trace – i.e. “a network of observed study
activities that lead to a measurable chunk of learning” (Kumar, Kinshuk, Pinnell and Paulmani,
2017; Pinnell et al., 2017) – which is a major source of data for LA. Learning traces make
personalization possible, such that individual students with distinct learning preferences can
adopt different learning approaches even for the same learning activities.

Many researchers have studied areas such as how instructors can use LA to better
understand student capability, how to design smart environments and how to apply
existing technologies. However, few have explored the ability of Smart LA to
promote engaging and personalized learning, i.e. smart learning. In the existing work,
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Boulanger et al. (2015) examined Smart LA using a case study on the Smart LA
framework SCALE, and its effectiveness in improving student learning outcomes. Similarly,
Giannakos et al. (2016) explored the concept of Smart LA using video-based learning.

This paper reviews cases relating to the implementation of Smart LA, and offers an
overview of the latest developments and trends in Smart LA. It examines the use of various
online platforms and/or software tools to facilitate smart learning through Smart LA.
The paper begins by reviewing multiple case studies on Smart LA to identify key features.
Subsequently, it surveys how instructors can use Smart LA to better understand student
ability and learning progress, and thus promote more personalized learning.

Case studies of Smart LA
Procedure evaluation/E-learning/E-training Tool – PeT
PeT is a training and testing system designed for workers in the oil and gas industry.
It aims to familiarize trainees with various emergency operating procedures
(Boulanger et al., 2014). It adopts task-related knowledge structures, chunking and laying
out tasks in a hierarchical model with an unlimited number of layers ( Johnson et al., 1988).
The procedural tasks for training are selected and prioritized by several parameters that
include: the requirements of the institution’s training framework; the personal needs of a
trainee as determined by himself/herself; and the recommendations of the PeT analytics
system. Training and testing scenarios adapt to the profile of the trainees, changing as they
make decisions within the PeT system. The PeT analytics system continuously tracks
certain fine-grained data to provide information on user profiles. These include navigation
pathways session, question, deliberation before selecting a choice and choice selection.
For example, session data include the time taken by a learner to complete various activities
within a session, and the data corresponding to the procedural activities attempted within
the session; question data include not only the final answer, but also the navigational
pathways of trainees as they proceed toward an answer in authentic environments
(Boulanger et al., 2014). Accordingly, organizations can use such data to manage and
optimize knowledge assets and human capital. Essentially, PeT creates a competence
portfolio for each trainee depending on experience and expertise. The portfolio helps to
diagnose and predict whether the trainee has the proper skillset for executing tasks, and it
also provides remedial instructions to address trainee weaknesses by analyzing the
interaction between the trainee and the objects in an authentic (e.g. augmented reality,
virtual reality and simulated) task environment. Trainees have access to both virtual reality
episodes (of targeted steps in each procedure) and augmented reality experiences in
collaborative task activities, which are part of an instructional design that employs the
Assessing the Learning Strategies of AdultS instrument to customize activities based on
prevalent learning strategies adopted by the trainees.

Augmented reality training/testing (ART)
ART provides an immersive training and testing environment for augmented-reality-oriented
training, providing trainees with multimedia lessons using animation, interactive maps and
customized learning activities. Bacca et al. (2015) introduced an ART application, Paint-cAR,
to help students on a vocational training program in car maintenance. Specifically, it engages
students to become familiar with the procedural steps for repairing the paint on a car,
including safety measures and identification of chemical tools or products. With Paint-cAR,
students can interactively practice the procedure step by step in a virtual world.
The application provides three modes – guided, evaluation and informative modes – for
students to choose from, and offers flexibility in terms of the degree of guidance, accessibility
of information and the sequence of training. Students also get timely feedback when they take
a wrong step. Bacca et al. (2015) found that it had positive effects on the dimensions of
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attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction, which were core contributors to increasing
motivation in learning. An ART application with a good design not only enhances the
trainees’ level of engagement, but also addresses the limitations of one-size-fits-all curricula,
and hence supports a more personalized learning experience (Bacca et al., 2015).
The pedagogical approach prescribed in ART can be applied in other domains as well.

CODing experience (CODEX)
CODEX is a coding analytics software designed to capture the coding experiences of students
in areas such as design, debugging, testing and optimization, from within an integrated
development environment such as NetBeans (Seanosky et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018).
It tracks programming activities, such as the design of Unified Modeling Language diagrams,
debugging and even keystrokes, and records them securely. Using these data, CODEX
attempts to recognize design, coding, debugging, testing and optimization strategies of
students. In addition, it analyzes the functionality of the program designed by students,
offering proactive feedback to help them develop as professional programmers. It can observe
in real time various coding habits of students in different parts of the world who are working
on similar problems and connect compatible students (Kumar et al., 2018). Given that teachers
are often unaware of the problems students face when solving programming problems,
they can use CODEX to gain more real-time awareness of the CODEX and coding habits of
their students, and to offer just-in-time feedback. Students can get timely and highly
contextual feedback from teachers, classmates and/or anyone from anywhere on the planet
working on a similar problem. Notably, this system offers students a global perspective.
The system can collect the coding habits of top students in a library, with their permission,
and share it with novice programmers across the world.

Mixed-initiative dashboard (MI-DASH)
MI-DASH is a web-based learner-centric dashboard that offers query, visualization and
self-reflection interfaces, and presents student learning progress, capacity and performance.
It presents the results of analyses carried out by Smart Competence Analytics on LEarning
(SCALE) engine (Boulanger, Seanosky, Clemens, Kumar and Kinshuk, 2016; Boulanger,
Seanosky, Pinnell, Bell, Kumar and Kinshuk, 2016). SCALE is a smart analytics technology
that measures student competence by translating learning traces from data collected from
different learning sensors such as CODEX. MI-DASH can visualize the student proficiency
level per learning activity and monitor the confidence levels over time. Basically, it provides
both an overview of student learning performances and details of their competencies.
In addition, MI-DASH can identify the student confidence levels, which can influence
capability. This function is significant, given that the knowledge of correct steps and/or
procedures does not necessarily equal to confidence to execute them. This system computes
how well students perform certain skills over time. The more consistently students use
specific skills correctly, the more confident they become (Boulanger et al., 2014).

Self-/Co-regulated learning (SCRL)
SCRL is a tool created to measure and improve the student ability during self-regulated and
co-regulated learning (Pinnell et al., 2015). Self-regulated learning involves students being
self-directed, taking initiatives to “set their goals, select and deploy tactics, monitor their own
actions and evaluate their own effectiveness” (Zheng et al., 2015). Also, students
can manage their own learning tasks and engage the coursework in a robust manner
(Boulanger et al., 2015). SCRL offers a way to rectify loopholes in “generic” contemporary
educational systems by giving students more control of their personal learning process, and
allowing them to set goals and design strategies to achieve those goals (Pinnell et al., 2015).
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SCRL works with different types of learning sensors, such as MI-WRITER and CODEX
for data collection, and it provides a dashboard to visualize student proficiency levels in
various domains. In addition, the system offers students diverse initiatives that can help them
enhance proficiencies or improve deficiencies (Seanosky et al., 2016). Students can choose the
types of competence they want to improve and expect guidance on ways to achieve success.

The system provides real-time monitoring and immediate feedback. It recommends
changes to student initiatives whenever it detects possible obstacles to progress
(Pinnell et al., 2015). Similarly, teachers can use this system to monitor student progress.
They can employ an immersive communication system to create a learner group for
students with similar goals and create shared initiatives to address specific weakness of
certain groups of learners. These features promote effective self-regulated and co-regulated
learning, which are proven to be essential components of successful online learning
environments (Zheng et al., 2015).

Writing analytics – MI-WRITER and 2Write
Writing is a process best taught in a formative manner. However, most educational settings
regard writing as a product and assess it in a summative manner. Writing analytics offers
teachers the opportunity to observe student-writing behavior at finer levels of granularity,
informing on the evolution of writing competences such as grammatical accuracy, topic
flow, transition and vocabulary usage. Teachers can use MI-WRITER (Clemens et al., 2017)
to gain potential insights about the writing processes of students, and to engage students in
trace-based scaffolding for developing writing skills.

MI-WRITER is a learning sensor designed to measure English writing competences in
both language and content. In the language aspect, MI-WRITER can track certain data
produced by students performing writing exercises, including grammatical and spelling
errors, sentence patterns, ability to correct errors and the speed of writing. In the content
aspect, the MI-WRITER records the flows and formation of topics. This process of
analyzing various features of writing and quantifying student performance allows for
real-time feedback on ways to enhance English writing efficiency and quality.

2Write (Boulanger et al., 2018; Mitchnick et al., 2017; Kumar, Kinshuk, Pinnell and
Paulmani, 2017; Kinshuk, 2017) is another writing analytics tool for enhancing English
writing competence. It is compatible with learning management systems such as Moodle.
2Write collects data from students as and when they work on assignments, and provides a
dashboard showing the areas to improve on. It captures every character a student enters,
and performs real-time analysis. With the aid of this tool, students can self-monitor their
progress and set their own goals to achieve desired writing abilities.

MUSIc eXperiences (MUSIX)
MUSIX employs LA to enhance both music-related learning experiences of students, and
teaching approaches by instructors (Guillot et al., 2015). The system collects data from
sources such as music theory lectures, instrumental performances and vocal trainings.
MUSIX analyses the collected data and displays the results on a dashboard that highlights
student musical competencies. Subsequently, the system provides customized feedback
based on the identified learning trace of individuals. Also, it features precise instruction,
games and quizzes to improve the competence levels of learners, and utilizes self-regulation
and co-regulation techniques to help learners build a deeper understanding of their music
skills and plan strategies to improve their skills.

The above systems briefly reviewed displayed some commonalities in analytics
functions, system structure and user experiences. The next section identifies these features,
which are conceived as the pillars of Smart LA systems.
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Key features of Smart LA
As the cases above show, Smart LA involves a thorough study of learners and learning
environments. Smart LA requires various types of data to identify learning traces that
inform on building better learning environments. Researchers and/or teachers face the
challenge of discovering relevant data sources and extracting useable information,
and effectively analyzing and interpreting the data, as it becomes available.

Teachers, students and parents can observe changes in learner competence levels by
studying corresponding learning traces. A learning trace is created when both a student’s
fine-grained learning activities and study outcomes are compiled and interpreted at different
points in time. These real-time results can support customized learning that meets
individual learner needs. Such customization can be an individual endeavor (i.e. teacher or
student or parent) or a collaborative effort. With Smart LA, researchers can reliably evaluate
and predict the nature of learning occurring in different environments, including learner
efforts and efficiencies. Consequently, various agencies can offer appropriate institutional
support based on policies that target competency-based learning.

The following sections discuss key features of Smart LA, including how it provides
essential insights into learning, how it embeds certain functionalities to create better
learning experiences and how it makes personalized learning possible.

Learner awareness
Smart LA promotes acute learning awareness. As the case studies above indicate, learners
are better served with information about their own progress in the learning process.
Students who are aware of their learning behavior can track their study progress and seek
adequate help to improve study habits (Ebner et al., 2015). Smart LA makes learners more
aware of ways to achieve their best performance. One of the feedback channels of Smart LA
is the visualization of learning progress. Such visualization should be carefully designed for
seamless communication among students, teachers and the analytics system, such that
effective pedagogical interventions becomes possible.

There are various data sensors providing learner information such as performance level,
meta-cognitive skills, cognitive skills, learning strategies, effective state and physiological
symptoms. Smart LA can use such data sets to personalize study experiences. In many
cases, personalization begins with learner modeling, which extracts both the characteristics
of learners and the pertinence of learning strategies from the raw data sets. In learner
modeling, models emerge from observing the interactions between learners and their
instructional environments that reveal pertinent learner information such as knowledge
levels, weaknesses and misconceptions (Bull and Kay, 2010). A learner model continuously
updates as data arrive from sensors, and Smart LA allows learners access to these models
that individualize learning experiences and allow learners to reflect, plan and control their
own learning.

Technology awareness
Technology is vital to Smart LA. Technology awareness ensures the best use of the
software, and facilitates content customization and the personalization of learning. Users
must understand the key functionalities of various technologies and devices embedded in
Smart LA and e-learning software, to fully utilize the resources and dynamically optimize
content to suit functionality (McKenny and Reeves, 2016). For example, instructors should
know what kind of device or technology will best support their teaching. Functionality
refers to the tools embedded in a device or software that helps it accomplish its tasks,
(Gros, 2016). Functionality includes items such as display facility, audio and video
capability, multi-language capacity and operation platform quality. In the MUSIX example
above, the software uses both the audio capability tool and the MIDI connection between
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instrument and computer to collect and analyze learner data from vocal or instrumental
practice (Guillot et al., 2015).

Another noteworthy issue is big data centralism. Smart LA is powerful in its ability to
bring different sources of data together (Ebner et al., 2015). Advancements in technology mean
that people can use different devices to access Smart LA software, while the aggregation of
generalized data remains central. In addition, software such as MI-DASH and SCRL provide
platforms for central data mining across various LA tools to facilitate self/co-regulation. Also,
continuous data analysis helps pedagogical scientists, or the system itself, to acquire new
knowledge structures from the analyzed data, and derive better knowledge structures that
benefit the dynamical adoption of learner needs (Clemens et al., 2017; Clemens, n.d.).

Location awareness
Location-based technologies facilitate location-based learning. The former helps to identify
the location of learners when they are using the software, and, according to Greer (2009),
the latter transfers knowledge using the location-based intelligence of wireless interface and
sensor networks, which continuously adapt to user location (cited in Martin and Ertzberger,
2013, p. 77). Current wireless technologies have positioning systems such as GPS, Wi-Fi,
RFID chips and Bluetooth that can automatically detect user locations. Location – both the
physical location of learners and the opportunities to learn – is essential to contextual
learning (Brown et al., 2010). Opportunities for learning are increasingly location-sensitive.
For instance, the ability to identify students in nearby locations with similar characteristics
and learning preferences makes it possible to link them up for their mutual learning benefits.
A museum using QR codes is another example of location-sensitive learning opportunity.

Surrounding awareness
The idea of mobile learning emerged following advancements in location-aware technologies
and devices. Mobile learning refers to the ease with which learningmoves with learners, and is
not restricted to learning facilitated by mobile devices (Walsh, 2011). Ally and Prieto-Blazquez
(2014) further stressed that mobile learning is not about technology, but about putting
learners at the center of learning. It is about learners who are “mobile.” Basically, technology
provides the tools that enable learners to learn in various contexts, while mobile learning
promotes the development of relevant learning activities based on both learner-specified
objectives and certain context-aware knowledge structures of different domains. The term
“context-aware” refers to providing users with information relevant to their tasks within
specific contexts (Abowd et al., 1999, cited in Kinshuk et al., 2016).

Mobile learning engages students in the context of their environments, providing authentic
interactive activities, and making informal learning easier (Martin and Ertzberger, 2013).
Learning embedded in the surrounding environment helps students learn wherever they
want. Consequently, real-life physical objects become essential vehicles for location-based
adapted learning. For example, it has become common practice for museums to attach QR
codes to different exhibition boards, in both indoor and outdoor settings. Learners with
smartphones or equivalent devices can obtain additional information and interact with digital
representations of displayed items by scanning the QR codes. Such mobile learning systems,
when designed well, exemplify both ubiquitous and personalized learning (Kinshuk, 2017).
For example, when a user repeatedly scans the same QR code, a well-designed personalized
system should be able to identify the user’s learning progress and adapt subsequent
information, rather than giving the same information every time.

Understandably, surrounding awareness cannot be divorced from cultivating smart
learning environments. Combining the advantages of both physical classrooms and various
virtual learning environments – which are facilitated by the holistic internet of things and
certain ubiquitous sensing devices – provide the full toolkit for context awareness
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(Kinshuk et al., 2016). With location awareness, learners can learn at their own pace, and
teachers can monitor student progress, adapting feedbacks and assistance to relevant
big data from the respective smart learning environments. Boulanger et al. (2015) argue that
collecting and analyzing learner data provides better understandings of learning
experiences, and facilitates tailormade teaching that introduces relevant and optimal
learning conditions to the learning environment.

How can smart LA give instructors a better understanding of their students?
Mapping learning outcomes to specific skills
The effectiveness of student assessment depends on the effectiveness of the infrastructure
design of the supposed system (Yassine et al., 2016). Smart LA should include a dynamic
course map that produces chronological lists of all learning outcomes, together with the best
approaches to achieving learning goals and assessments methods. Ideally, learning outcomes
should be further mapped to specific skills, to give instructors a better understanding of each
individual student’s competence level in different areas. In addition, there should be a method
or framework that helps to make the comprehensive knowledge base measurable or, more
precisely, “quantifiable” (Loewen et al., 2015). Smart LA software use certain embedded
frameworks to map a baseline of quantified knowledge relevant to creating learning
objectives for learners. Therefore, instructors can use clear and measurable learning outcomes
to continuously track with ease student proficiency levels in specific skills.

Dashboards for teachers
The Smart LA platform should have dashboards for teachers to monitor individual and group
learning progress. Visual feedback, or feedback channel, is important to teachers getting
information about class performance, or knowledge of how well the Smart LA platform
is enhancing learning (Ebner et al., 2015). Teachers can access triangulated data about issues
faced by students on such dashboards. For example, line charts of task specific competence
levels indicating skill history or bar charts overviewing learner capacity in different skills.
Teachers can use such visual aids to dynamically check student competence levels and detect
their pedagogic needs. More importantly, both teachers and learners can perceive learning as
a highly active and dynamic growth process, rather than seeing it as a single “snap shot”
(Kumar, Kinshuk, Pinnell and Paulmani, 2017). Teachers and students can follow a learning
timeline and see how learning has influenced performance over a certain period.

Thus, teachers can use the available data to tailor course offerings (Van Harmelen and
Workman, 2012). Widely sourced analytics, not limited to student capability, provide
teachers with better understandings of student learning preferences, the technologies they
have used and their preferred places to learn. For example, a teacher who knows the type of
technology a learner is using can customize instructions to that technology (Kinshuk, 2017).
Since Smart LA continuously records student preferences over long periods of time,
teachers can more easily notice changes, or predict student preferences. Smart LA achieves
the promise of tailormade educational opportunities based on student needs and abilities
through data mining, interpretation and modeling (Van Harmelen and Workman, 2012).

IMS caliper framework
The IMS Caliper framework tracks and shares online learning interaction data
(Zheng et al., 2015). It comprises three major components – a learning events sensor,
an analytics server and an analytics dashboard. The learning events sensor collects data
from learning tools. The analytics server connects various data types and engages
learners in carrying out “initiatives-based intelligent interactions,” which encourages
self-regulated learning. The analytics dashboard uses an interactive interface to report
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the learning activities carried out by students, and customizes initiatives and
recommendations. The following are two examples of LA platforms adopting the
architecture of the IMS Caliper framework.

Lambda. Lambda is an LA platform that centralizes, senses, analyses and demonstrates
analytics data from different software tools. It is a competence management system
measuring both learner proficiency and confidence levels (Seanosky et al., 2016). A wide
range of learning domains can be reported on one platform, giving both teachers and
learners a clearer and broader picture. The first part of Lambda is about its sensing
technologies. CODEX, MI-WRITER and SCRL are examples of the client-side sensor-based
technologies, which can detect learning activities in different learning domains and provide
raw data for further analysis (Boulanger et al., n.d.). The second part involves a processing
and analysis engine. The processor receives raw data from different sensors and makes
sense out of them according to certain stipulated learning outcomes. The final part is about
visualization and reporting. LA aims to provide customized feedback that helps individual
learners work on their own weaknesses, and results in higher knowledge levels
(Siemens, 2012). Essentially, while human feedback can be biased, Lambda provides an
accurate analysis of learners based on corresponding performance data, which prevents
students from overestimating or underestimating their capabilities (Seanosky et al., 2016).

SCALE. SCALE is another LA platform that aims to collect learning traces from different
learning domains, and analyze respective competency levels. Unlike Lambda, SCALE can be
embedded in course management systems, such as the blackboard, and several automated
testing tools that make detected data reliable and relevant for learning outcomes (Boulanger
et al., 2015). However, SCALE and Lambda have generally similar architecture. Like Lambda,
SCALE has sensing, analysis and visualization layers. In addition, it includes an extra layer,
“the competency layer,” which converts analysis results of various competencies and links
them to learning outcomes (Boulanger, Seanosky, Pinnell, Bell, Kumar and Kinshuk, 2016).

Boulanger et al. (2015) reported an experimental study showing that SCALE has great
potentials to improve the student performance. They found that classes that adopted the
new e-learning tracing-oriented technologies generally performed better than the classes
that followed conventional teaching methods. In brief, SCALE centralizes the generation,
interpretation and display of learning events. However, it is important to note that the lack
of a control group weakened the validity of this experiment. Their findings showed that the
new design was likely to be effective in optimizing student learning experiences; however,
the system adoption time might make the process longer.

Conclusion
The “smartness” of Smart LA depends on how adaptive the system is, and how well it is able
to sense, infer, anticipate and promote self-learning/-organization (Uskov et al., 2017, p. 194).
Smart LA strives to facilitate context-aware learning by tracking learner capability in as
many learning activities as possible, and offering tailormade feedback to improve learning.
It facilitates self-regulation, such that learners can visualize their personal learning progress
and design learning plans for themselves.

Today, Smart LA and smart learning environments are indispensable. Smart learning
environments use technology to ensure that learning can happen anywhere, and Smart LA
enhances the “smartness” content by addressing issues such as the extent of customization,
the scale of ubiquity, and the degree of self/co-regulation. With maturity, Smart LA will have
tools to offer students more intricate support. For instance, Smart LA could recommend to
learners the most suitable learning or career paths based on their learning profiles (Boulanger
et al., 2015). Such developments are focused on improving learning experiences and making
learning more omnipresent and highly contextual for all learners.
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